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Given a graph G = (A’, E), we try to find out when it is possible to consider 
G as the intersection graph of a finite hypergraph when some restrictions are 
given on the inclusion order induced on the edge set of this hypergraph. We give 
some examples concerning the interval graphs and the circular arc graph. 0 1988 
Academic Press. Inc. 
The vocabulary used throughout this paper is the vocabulary of graph 
and hypergraph theory as in the book of Berge [Z]. We recall: 
If a graph G = (X, E) is given, X is the set of vertices and E is the set of 
edges. The notation I]x, y] E E (X E X, y E X) means that there is an edge in 
G between the two vertices x and y. Two subsets A and B of X are indepen- 
dent from each other if there is no edge in G between a vertex of A and a 
vertex B. If H = (Y, F) is a hypergraph, Y is the set of vertices and F is the 
set of edges. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
N.B. All the graphs appearing throughout this paper are supposed to be 
finite, undirected, and such that every non isolated vertex is provided with 
a loop. 
Example: Allowed Forbidden 
0 
‘tp 
0 *d 
l 
There is a strong connection between the notion of graph and the notion 
of family of subsets of a finite set (hypergraph), through the concept of the 
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intersection graph of a family of subsets of a finite set. This concept gives 
rise to an important class of representation results such as the charac- 
terization of the line graphs [l, 21, the interval graphs [S, 41, the circular 
arc graphs [7, 81, the graphs which may be considered as the intersection 
graph of a family of hypercubes [3,6], or convex subsets [9], in a 
euclidean space. 
Here, we try to express a graph G = (X, E) as the intersection graph of a 
hypergraph H = (Y, F), assuming that the inclusion relation between every 
edge and every union of edges in H is given together with G. We obtain 
several general results on this topic, and we show how these results may be 
applied to the problem of characterizing the interval graphs or the circular 
arc graphs. 
II. FIRST PROBLEM 
Given a finite graph G= (X, E) and an order relation 6 (transitive 
and reflexive) on A’. If XEX, we call B,J.x) the subset: BG(x) = 
{vWCx> YIW W e want to find a hypergraph H = (Y, F) and a surjec- 
tive function p from X to F such that: 
(1) x, y E X; [x, y] E E if and only if p(x) n p(y) # 4; 
(2) x 6 y if and only if p(x) c p(y). 
N.B. Then we shall obviously have p(x) # 4 if and only if x is provided 
with a loop. If we can lind such an hypergraph, we say that G is 
<-representable. We define also the following relation R, between the 
vertices of G and the subsets of X, 
XEX, AcX, xR,A if and only if BG(x) c u BG( y). 
v E A 
Remark. If x is provided with a loop, the relation x R, A implies that 
there exists y E A such that [x, J)] E E. 
We get 
THEOREM 1. With the notation above, the following equivalence is true: 
The graph G is <-representable if and only (a) and (/3) are satisfied: 
(a) For every x, y E X with x < y, we also have xR, y. 
(/I) IfxEXand[x,x]$E, thenforeveryyEXwe havexdy. 
ProoJ: Clearly, we have in fact only to prove the part + of this 
equivalence. For this, let us consider two different copies G, = (Xi, El, d 1) 
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and G, = (X,, E,, 6 z) of the ordered graph G. We construct a hypergraph 
H, = (Yi, F,) as follows: 
Y, = (Subsets Z of X1 such that: 
(a) vx, YE-& Cx, ~1~4; 
(b) Z is maximal with respect to the inclusion 
order with this property (a). (We say that Z 
is a maximal clique of G, .)} 
~i(x)={ZcX,/x,~Zwherex,istheelementofX, 
which corresponds to x E X}, 
F, = {PI(x); x E q 
We easily check that 
x, vex, Cx, YIEE ifandonlyifp,(x)np,(y)#12(, (3) 
X&Y if and only ifp,(x) c pi(y). (4) 
Let us define X’ = {x E X/[x, x] $E}; We may also consider the 
hypergraph H, = ( Y2, Fz) and the function pz from X to F, given as follow: 
Y, = x, - x; with X2 = (x E X,/[x, x] 4 Es). 
f’z= {S,;.= Wu (0) with S,= (YE Y,/Y<~x}; 
If XE X- x’, then p*(x) = S,, where x2 is the element of X, which 
corresponds to x. If x E X’, then p2(x) = 0. 
Clearly we get (supposing that (8) is satisfied) 
x, YCX x < y if and only if p*(x) c p2( y). 
Let us suppose that x, y E X- x’ are such that p2(x) n p2( y) # 0. That 
means 
3ZEX-x with zdx and zd y, 
and also (with the hypothesis that (a) is satisfied) 
zR,x and z R, y. 
We easily deduce [x, y] E E. Then we may assert that the hypergraph 
H=(Y,u Y,, F) with 
F= Mx)> = {PlbbJP2(4}> 
XEX XEX 
gives us the solution to our problem. 
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III. SECOND PROBLEM 
We consider a finite graph G = (X, E) (every non isolated vertex is 
provided with a loop). Given a relation R between the elements of X and 
the subsets of X, we say that the graph G is R-representable if we can find a 
hypergraph H = (Y, F) and a surjective function p from X to F such that 
Cx, ~1 EE 
x, y E x 
if and only if p(x) n p(y) # @. 
XEX, AcX,xRA ifand only if p(x)c u p(y). 
J’ E A 
Before continuing, we need some definitions and notations: 
If A, B c X and if A - B and B - A are two subsets of X independent of 
each other (there is no edge between A - B and B - A), we write 
A n B = A C-J~ B = G-intersection of A and B. 
If x E X, we set T, = (A c X/x R A >. If x, y E X, we set TX,-” = closure under 
G-intersection of T, u TY. Then we get 
THEOREM II. With the notations above, the following equivalence is true: 
The graph G is R-representable if and only if the following four conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) V~EX, xRx, ifx~X, A, BcXare such that xRA and AcB, 
then we also have x R B; if x is such that [x, x] $ E, then x R @. 
(2) I~xEX, AcXandafamily {C?,; yeA} OfsubsetsofXaregiven 
such that for any y E A, we have y R C,, and x R A, then we also have 
xR v C,., y E A (transitivity axiom). 
(3) Vx E X, T, is closed under the G-intersection (i.e., T,,, = T,). 
(4) If x, y E X are adjacent in G, then the empty subset @ is not in 
T,,.,.. (Obviously if [x, y] # E, then 0 is in T,,,.) 
Some Remarks about the Structure of T, and Tr,Y. 
Let us first observe how T,,), is constructed. First, we take 
T, u Ty = Tx,p,O, then, we take all the possible G-intersections of pairs of 
elements in T,, ,,, and we get T, ,.“, 1. Following this process, we create 
T X,.“,23..‘5 T r,J’,k, etc. It is a finite process. So, to every A c X, A E Tx,Y, we 
can assign an index k, order of A in T,,Y, defined by 
A E L. y,k 3 A $ Tx,v,k- 1. 
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Proof of Theorem II. (+) We have only to note that if H = ( Y, F) and 
p give a R-representation of G, then we have the implications 
ifxEX AE TX, then P(X)C UytA P(Y), 
if x, VEX, A E TX,?, then p(x) n p(v) c UiEA p(z) (this gives 
(4)). 
(This statement may be obtained by induction on the order k of A in T,,,,.) 
If x E X, A, BE T, are such B-A and A -B are independent 
from each other in G, then p(x) c UzEA,,B p(z), (this gives (3)). 
If x E X is such that [x, x] Q! E, then p(x) = Qr. 
(=z) Let us suppose now, that G and R are given satisfying (1) and (2) 
of Theorem II. Then we get the two following lemmas: 
HEREDITARY LEMMA. If A E TX,!, and if B c X is such that A c B, then 
we have B E T,,, . 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on the order k of A in T.Y,,.. The asser- 
tionisobviousifk=O.IfA=(AuC)n~(AuD)withAuCandAuDin 
T .x,J.,k ~, , then we may conclude by writing B u C and B u D are in TX,,,-, 
and B=(BuC)no(BuD). 
SUBSTITUTION LEMMA (Parameters A, B, C, D c X; x, y E X). With the 
notations above, the following implication is true: 
A, B, C, DcX; x, YGX 
B u A E T.x, ; C v A E T,,,. 
Vu E B, v E C, D E T,,, 1 
implies that A u D E T,,,,. 
ProoJ The proof can be carried out through a sequence of inductive 
processes. First, let us say B = (b, ,..., b,), and let us proceed by induction 
on p. The result known for p - 1 gives the result for p (p > 2) 
6, u (b,..., bJ u A E T,., 
VVEC, DE Tb,,u 
C u (bz,..., bp) u A E Lv 
We deduce (induction) D u A u (b2 ,..., bp) E Tu,V, 
DuCUAET,,~ 
and also (induction again) 
DuA E Tx,y 
(since VU E (&,..., b,), v E C, D E T,,,). 
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Thus, we may suppose /Cl = IBJ = 1 (same method for C). We proceed 
now by induction on the order k of B u A in Tx,Y. The result known 
for k- 1 gives the result for k (k > 1). Let us write BuA = 
(B,uBuA)~T,~,,,_,n,(B,uBuA)~T~.~,.~-~,(B~andB,independent 
from each other in G and B, n B, = 0). By induction B, u D u A and 
B, u D u A E T.x3,, and also 
Thus we may suppose that the order of B u A in Tr,y is 0, and so is the 
order of Cu A. We get 
{u}=B; 
(u}=C; 
A u u E TX (e.g.); 
AuvET,or T,,; 
DE Tw 
We want to deduce A u D E T,, “. 
We proceed this time by induction on the order m of D in T,,,. The result 
known for m - 1 gives the result for m (m > 1). Let us write D = D, n, D2. 
(Dl and D, with order <m- 1 in T,,,.) By induction we get Au D, and 
A u D, E TX,? and also 
So we may suppose that the order of D in T,,, is 0. We get, for instance, 
Auu~T.x, . 
AuvET, or T,, 
The hypothesis (1) and (2) of Theorem II, which are supposed to 
be satisfied by G in our lemma, gives clearly the result A u D E T.x 
(or T,,) = L,,) and the lemma is completely proved. 
Remark. With the hypothesis of Theorem II (0, we have the 
implication x E X, A c X, x R A ax R, A. (R, is the relation used in 
Theorem I.) If it were wrong, we could find y E X, with [ y, x] E E, and ( y > 
and A independent from each other in G. That would mean 
and a contradiction. 
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In order to prove now the part (e) of Theorem II, we consider G and R 
satisfying (lt(4), and we proceed by induction on 1x1, the cardinality of 
the vertex set of G. Therefore we may obviously suppose that every vertex 
in G is provided with a loop. We choose x0 E X, and we introduce a new 
vertex x6, with the following relations, which extend the graph structure of 
G and the relation R to Xu x6, 
[X~,X]El? 0 x Rx, (XEX); [Ix;, x;;]d?; 
x;R’A o x;l~A orAcX and V~EX, yR(Aux,), 
(A c Xu x;), 
XEX;A~X 
xR”( A u x6) A E Tx,.ro. 
Clearly, these relations permit us to extend G and R, into a graph 
Go = (x u x6, E”) and a relation R”. It is easy to see tha.t x0 and x6 are 
independent from each other in Go, and that Go and R” satisfy property (1) 
of Theorem II. 
LEMMA I. Go and R” constructed above satisfy property (2) of 
Theorem II. 
Proof We have to prove that R” satisfies the transitivity axiom; several 
non trivial situations may occur: 
First Case. xi R” A, A c X, Vy E A, y R C,, (C,, c X). It is easy: Vz E X, 
zR(Aux,) and also zR[xou(UyEACY)]. 
Second Case. In the preceding situation, some of the C,, contain x6. The 
result is then obvious. 
Third Case. x R A (x E X, A c X), Vy E A, y R” CY, some of the C, con- 
taining x6. 
What we want to get is UyE ,JCY - x6) E Tx+,O, knowing that VJJ E A, 
KY - $1 E T.v,x,,. The substitution Lemma (param: 4, A, {x0>, 
Uy e A (C, -x6); x, x0) gives the result, since: 
Fourth Case. xR”(Aux~);Vy~Aux~,yRoC,;x~X;AcX.Someof 
the C,, contains x6. We want to obtain lJYE A ,,; (C, - x6) E T,,,. We know 
A E L,, and VYEA, (C.Y-x~)~~vv,xO. The Substitution Le:mma (param: 4, 
A, (x0>, UysAux;, (C,-xi); x, x0) gives the result. 
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Fifth Case. x R’ (A u x6), (x E X, A c X). Vy E (A u x6), y R’ C,. No C,, 
contains x6. We have A E T,,,,, 
‘y’y~A, Y R” C, or to put it differently y R C,. 
Writing Co the subset C,; c A’, we also have 
VZEX, z R (x0 u Co). 
We apply the Substitution Lemma (param: Co, (x0}, (xl, A; x, x) may be 
applied with 
Co u xo E L 
Co u x E Tx5.x 
1 
implies that Co u A E T,,,, 
A E Lx,. 
and the axiom (2) of transitivity in Theorem II gives us 
and the result. 
N.B. In fact, we omit here 3 easy cases whose the verification is left to 
the reader, namely, 
l x;; R” (A u x;), VJ~ E A u x;;, then y R” C,. with C, c X; 
l x;;R’(Aux;;), Vy~Aux;;, then y R” C,, some of the C,, contain 
XL’. 0, 
l x,RAcX, (-VEX), VyeA, then yRC,, with C,cX. 7 
We deduce from Lemma 1 that the Substitution Lemma can be applied 
to Go and R”. We denote by P, and TX,,,, the families obtained from the 
construction process giving T, and TX., in G, applied to Go and R”. We 
construct now on X-x,, two new graph structures G+ and G-, with two 
new relations R ’ and R ~ defined as 
G+ x,y~X--~o, b>vl~E+-oG,,> 
AcX-xo;xR+ A- R(Aux,). 
If x, y E X- x0, we shall write T-T, T:,, T;, T.&, the families T, and TX,, 
constructed in G+ and G-. 
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Remark. A non isolated vertex in G ~ (G+) has always a loop. For 
instance, if x is such a vertex of G-, we can write 
+ x is isolated in G ~ + a contradiction. 
We claim: 
LEMMA 2. The properties (1) and (2) of Theorem II are satisfied by G+, 
R+ and G-, R-. 
ProofI A first difficulty arises whe we want to prove that if x E X - x0 is 
such that [x, x] $ E-, then {x} R-121. One shows from the definitions that 
[Ix, x] 4 E- if and only if {x6} E TX.,, and that (x} R- a if and only if 
(x6} E T,. We must show, without knowing that Go, R” satisfy property (3) 
off Theorem II, that (x;} E T,,, implies {x;;} E T”,. This follows from the 
following: 
PROPOSITION. Ifx;czA E p,,,, then A E I”,. 
ProoJ There exist B, C disjoint from each other and from A, and 
independent from each other in G, such that A u B, A u CE rr”,,,. By induc- 
tion on the order of A in PX,,, AuB, AuCEP,. Hence (A-x;)uB, 
(A - x:, u C E T,.,. Also d E T>>,,, for all u E B, v E C, by the independence 
of B, C. The substitution Lemma (param: A -x6, B, C, a; x, x0) given 
A - x; E L,,,, which means A E px. 
A second difficulty arises when we want to prove that R- satisfies the 
transitivity property. 
Given x~X--x~; AcX-x0 with 
xR-A; VY’YEA, yR- C,,cX-x0. 
It may be written that A E T,,,,, 
QY'YA C.v E Two 
The Substitution Lemma on G, R (param: a, A, {x0}, Uv, A C,; x, x0) 
gives 
and the result. 
LEMMA 3. Gf and G- satisfy (3) of Theorem II. 
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Proof for G +. Given A, B, C c X- x0, .x E X - x0 with 
AuBET,~; 
AuCET,~; 
B and C are independent from each other in G+. That means 
xR [AuBuxo], xR [ACux,], VUEB, VVEC, x,,ET,,,. 
The Substitution Lemma (param: A u x,,, B, C, (x0}; x, x) gives us 
xR(Aux,) or A E T,t 
and the result. 
Prooffor GP. Given A, B, CcX-x,; XEX-x0, with 
AuBET;, 
B and C are independent from each other in GP: 
That means 
Vu E B, ‘dv E C, x; E c.,. 
The substitution Lemma applied to Go (param: A, B, C, {x6}; x, x0) per- 
mits to write 
x;uAET&. 
Let us prove now that the following implication (S) is true: 
A u x;; E T”,, 
1x0 3 E L, y 
1 
implies that A E TX.,,. (S) 
AcX;x, yeX 
Clearly, if (S) is true, there is no problem to conclude the proof of 
Lemma 3, since it allows us to write A E TX,,, and also A E T; and the 
result. In order to prove (S), we proceed by induction on the order k of 
A u xg in TX,,,. 
l If the result is true for k- 1, then it is true for k (k> 1). Let us write 
Auxh= (AuBux;) nco (AuCux;). 
orderdk- 1 orderdk- 1 
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B and C are independent from each other in G (B, Cc X). We deduce by 
induction 
implies that A E TX,,. 
l The result is true if k = 0, 
A u x6 E 7, (e.g.,) o A E Tx.,, > {xo) E L,.v 
The Substitution Lemma (param: a, {x0}, (x}, A; x, y) gives us 
A E T-y,.,’ 
and the result. 
LEMMA 4. G + and Gp satisfy (4) of Theorem II. 
Proof for G +. We have to prove 
if [x, y] E E+, then 0 4 T-z, 
In fact it will be sufficient to prove the following implication: 
A E T;, *A uxo~ T,,.v> 
which clearly gives 
AcX-x, the result. 
(T) 
In order to prove (T) we proceed by induction on the order k of A in T-z.,. 
l The result is true at the order k- 1 *It is true at the order k 
(k3 1). Let us write 
A = (A u B) nG+ (A u C), with A u B and A u C with order < k in)T&; 
B and C independent from each other in G+. 
This may be written is VUE B, Vv E C, x0 E T,,,. Using the induction we 
write A u B u x0 E TX,,, and A u C u x0 E Tx,y, and the Substitution Lemma 
(param: A u x0, B, C, x,; x, y) gives us 
l The result is also true when k = 0. For instance, let us assume 
A E T,‘. This means A u x0 E Tr and the result. 
Prooffor G-. Again, in order to prove the implication 
x, yEX-x,; [x, y]EE- implies that @ g! T;,, 
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we only have to prove another implication (U), more general: 
A E CL,.” 
AcX-x, 
implies that A u x6 E T,,,, . 
Again, we proceed by induction on the order k of A in T;,,. 
* The result is true for k - 1 * It is also true for k (k 3 1). Let us write 
A = (A u B) n,- (A u C) with B and C independent from each other in G ~ 
and with A u B and A u C with order 6 k - 1 in T-L,. The induction gives 
us AuBux;; and AuCUX;ET,,,, with Vu E B, Yv E C, x; E T&. The sub- 
stitution Lemma appied to G’(param: A, B, C, {x6}; x, y) then gives 
Aux;,E~,,, 
and gives the result. 
l If k = 0, for instance, we may suppose A E T,-, which means 
A E T.r.,, 2 and from the definition of Go, implies 
A u x6 E 7”, 
and the result. 
LEMMA 5. The following equivalence is true: 
x,yEX-x0 
Lx> ~1 EE 
ifand only if [x, y] E Et u E-. 
Proof (=) If [x, y] $ E, then @E T.X,J,, then {x0} E T.X,,. and 
{x6} E TY,, (Hereditary Lemma), and also [x, y] $ E+, [x, y] $ Ep. 
(*) Let us suppose x, y~X-.x~; [x,y] $&’ u Ep. That means 
implies that Qr E Px,L. 
The implication (S) proven in Lemma 3 gives then the result @ E TX,,. 
LEMMA 6. The following equivalence is true: 
xRA 
XEX-x0 
1 
zfandonlyif xRf AandxR- A. 
AcX-x0 
Proof (a) If x R A, then x R (A u (x0}) and AE T,,,, and also 
according to the definition .‘c Rf A and x Rp A. 
(-=I 
xR+A; AcX-x,, 
xR-A; XEX-x0; 
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Let us suppose x 12 A. We have 
A E Tx,,, ; xR[A u x,]. 
The Substitution Lemma (param: A, (x} , Ix,,}, A; x, x) induces clearly a 
contradiction. 
End of the Proof of Theorem II. Since Gf, Rf and G-, Rp satisfy 
(l)-(4) of Theorem II, we apply the induction hypothesis and deduce that 
GC and GP are R+-representable and R--representable, using two 
hypergraphs H+ = (Y+, F+) and HP = (Y-, F-) and two representation 
functions p+ and p- such that Y+ n Y- = @. We may choose HP in such 
a way that YP = UreX--xO p-(x) if and only if x0 R (X- x0). Then we 
claim that H = (Y, F) and p constructed as 
Y= Y+ u Y-; 
ifxEX-xO,thenp(x)=p+(x)up-(x); 
if x = x0, then p(xO) = Y-; 
F= (p(x); XEX). 
is an R-representation of G, R. We have only to prove that the following 
equivalences (z) and (p) hold. 
(LX) x, y E X, [x, y] E E if and only if p(x) n p(y) # @, 
(p) x6X, AcX,xRAifandonlyifp(x)cU,,,,p(y); 
Verification of (cI). Lemma 5 gives it, if x, y E X- x0. If x=x0 and 
y E X- x0, then we may write 
dxo)np(y)=121 - L-Y, ~1 $-f- * Md 6 q!,, c q,.q, 
If p(xO) n p(y) = a, then we may write {x01 E q,,O. Next deduce that 
4 E q,,O and conclude that 0 E Tv,xO (because of implication (S)). Conver- 
sely, if $3 E T,,,,, then y R” x& and we get the result. If x = x0 = y, we know 
that [x0, x0] E E. If Y- were empty, we would get, because of the previous 
step Vy E X- x0, [ y, x0] $ E, and also because of our restriction on the 
construction of Y-: x0 R (X-x,). Since x0 R x0, we would also get 
rZr E Lo = T,,,,, and [x0, x01 4 E. 
Vererification of(b). Lemma 6 gives it, if x E X- x0, A c X- x0. If x #x0 
and if x0 E A, then it is sufficient to write 
P(-X)C u P(Y) - P+(X)c u P+(V) 
v E A ysA--xg 
0 xR+(A-x0) c> x R A. 
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If x = x0 and if x0 $ A (non trivial case), we may write 
x,RA*x,R(X-x,)*Y-= u P-(Y). 
ysx--x0 
If x0 R A, then for every y E X- x0, A E r,,, which also means that 
y R- A. We deduce that Y- = UytX.xO p-(y) c lJyEA p-(y). Conversely, 
if Y- = UycA p-(y), we get that for every y~X-x~, y R- A, which also 
means A E Ty.XO and we know that X--x0 E TX, = T,O.XO. The Substitution 
Lemma (param: A, X-x,, {x0}, A; x,,, x0) gives then A E TXO,,,,, and the 
result. 
IV. Two CONSEQUENCES OF THEOREM II 
If the relation R, considered in Theorem II, is in fact the relation R, 
defined in order to solve the first problem, then we get 
THEOREM II’. If G = (X, E) is a finite given graph, then the following 
equivalence is true: 
G is R,-representable if and only if the condition (*) is satisfied: 
If x, y E X are adjacent in G, then the empty subset is not in T,,,. 
(Of course Tr,? in this statement is generated by the relation R,.) 
Proof: We have here to prove that the hypothesis (*) in Theorem II’ 
permits us to get properties (l)-(3) of Theorem II. ((4) is in fact (a)). (1) 
and (2) are almost obvious. We only have to prove that (*) implies (3) of 
Theorem II. Given A, B E TX, with A - B and B‘ A independent from each 
other, we suppose that A A B = A n G B q! T,. That means that there exists 
z E X, adjacent to x, and not adjacent to any vertex in A n B. Therefore we 
can write 
A n B E T,,, ; {z)~T,,~*~=(A~B)~. {z>~T,.,, 
which means a contradiction and the result. 
Strong < -representation 
We consider a finite graph G = (X, E) (every non isolated vertex is 
provided with a loop), and an order relation < on P(X). We want to find 
a hypergraph H = (Y, F) and a surjective function p from X to F such that: 
(y) x, JJEX; [Ix, y]EEif and only ifp(x)np(y)#@. 
((3) A, B c X; A <B if and only if lJIEA p(x) c UycB p(y). 
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If such a hypergraph exists, we say that G is strongly d-representable. For 
x~X,wewriteS,={AcX/(x}~A}.Forx,y~X,wecallS,,,theclosure 
under the G-intersection of S, u S,,. Then we get 
THEOREM II’. With the notations above, the following equivalency is true: 
G is strongly <-representable if and only if the following four conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) If A, B, C c X are such that A d B and B c C, then we also have 
A 6 C. If [x, x] $ E, then {x} d 0. 
(2) The following equivalency is frue: 
A,BcX;A<B o VXEA, {x}<B. 
(3) A,B,CcX; A<BandA<C, 
C - B and B - C are independent + A < B n G C from each other. 
(4) Ex, ~1~4 x> YEX*~$~S,,,. 
ProoJ Let us define a relation R between the vertices of G and the sub- 
sets of X, as 
x~x,Acx,xRA if and only if ix> d A. 
Properties (l)-(4) of Theorem II” are easy consequences of strong 
6 -representation of G. Conversely, given (l)-(4) of Theorem II”, we easily 
deduce (1) - (4) of Theorem II, hence the R-representation of G, and 
therefore using (2) of Theorem II” again, the strong <-representation of G. 
V. THIRD PROBLEM 
We consider now a graph G = (X, E), and a non empty family of subsets 
of X, called U, such that: 
if 
AEU 
AcB 
then BE U. 
We want to find a hypergraph H = (Y, F) and asurjective function p from 
X to F, such that 
X,YEX C-%YlEE * P(X) n P(Y) Z 0, 
AcX;AEU o u p(x)= Y. 
x E A 
582b/44/1-2 
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N.B. A clear consequence of the second equivalence is that Y = UrEFJ: 
If such a hypergraph exists, we say that G is U-covered. We define a 
relation R the following way: 
XEX; AcX,xRA o x~Aor(X-B&x))uAEU. 
Then we get the following result: 
THEOREM III. With the notations above, the following equivalence is true: 
The graph G is U-covered if and only if (1) and (2) are satisfied: 
G is R-representable. (1) 
The following implication is true: 
A,BcX;XEB,XRA*(X-B)uAEU. (2) 
Proof: (0 Let us suppose that G is R-represented, by a hypergraph 
H= (Y, F) and a function p, and that (2) is true. Without loss of generality 
we may assume Y = UrE FJ: Given A E U, clearly we have 
VXEX. xRA 
Therefore p(x) c UySA p(y) for every x E X and UyE A p(y) = Y. Conver- 
sely, given A c X such that 
u P(Y)= Y. 
.v E A 
We have Vx E X, x R A, and then (because (2) is true) 
(X-X)uA=AeU, 
which permits us to conclude that G is also U-covered. 
(a) Let us suppose that G is U-covered, through a hypergraph 
H = (Y, F) and a function p. Obviously, we have 
xRA*p(x)c u p(y), 
y E A 
and from this we deduce that (2) of the second part of our equivalence is 
true. In order to complete our proof, that is, to prove that G is R-represen- 
table, we use Theorem II, and we verify that G and R satisfy (l))(4) of 
Theorem II. They satisfy (1): x R x is obvious and so is the implication 
[x,x]#E*xR@. 
xRA,xEX,andAcX ax R B is also obvious. 
AcBcX 
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They satisfy (3): Given XE X, A, Bc X with x R A, x R B, and A -B and 
B-A independent from each other. We want to get x R (A nG B). If 
x E A n B or if x # A u B, it is almost obvious. Let us assume x E A and 
x rf B. Then (X- B,(x)) u B = (X- B&X)) u (B n A), and wededuce the 
result. They satisfy (4). Clearly x R A implies p(x) c Uy c A p(v). If we form 
T +,y as in part III, we get if A ET,,,. then p(x)np(y)c UztA p(z). 
Obviously, this implies 
if Cx, ~1 E 5 then $3 $ T,,,.. 
They satisfy (2) (the transitivity property). Given x E X, A c X with x R A 
and also 
v~‘v-4, y R B, c X. 
We must suppose (non trivial case): 
x$A; and ~4 u B,., 
I’ E A 
Therefore, we have (X- T(x)) u A E U, 
VY’YAA, Y ~4 or (X-T(y))uB+J. 
This clearly implies 
u P(Y)C u P(Z) 
.v t A vt A, ZEB> 
and also 
Y= u P(Z) = U P(Z ), YEA, 
is(X-T(x))uA zE(X-rT(.x))u(UB)) 
and also (X- T(x)) u (U B-“) E U, which gives the result. Theorem III is 
then completely proven. 
VI. EXAMPLES INVOLVING INTERVAL GRAPHS 
AND CIRCULAR ARC-GRAPHS 
An interval representation of a graph G = (X, E) on the linearly ordered 
set N= (l,..., n) is a function p from X to the set of the intervals of N such 
that 
x> YEX, Cx, YIEE if and only if p(x) A p(y) # 0. 
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If such a function exists, G is said to be an interval graph. Lekkerkeker and 
Boland [5] gave a characterization by forbidden induced subgraphs of the 
interval graphs. We are going to give here another characterization of these 
graphs, which shall be a consequence of our previous theory. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (X, E) be a finite graph (considered provided with 
all the possible loops). We set x R* A; x E X, A c X if and only if for every 
triangle x, y, z in G there exists u E A such that U, y, z is also a triangle. 
(Such a triangle x, y, z may be reduced to only one or two adjacent 
vertices.) 
We associate with this relation R* the subsets Tf , Tt, L, of X defined as in 
part II, and we get: 
THEOREM IV. The finite graph G = (X, E) is an interval graph if and only 
if: 
(1) Vx E X, Tt is closed under the G-intersection; 
(2) Vx, y E X such that [x, y] c E, 0 $ T&,; 
(3) if A,, A,, A, are three connected subsets of X such that between 
any two of them there is at least one edge. Then there exists a permutation 
(i, j, k) of (1, 2, 3) such that 
A+n {T$xEA~, yEA,}. 
Proof. (if) Conditions (1) and (2) imply that G is R“-representable 
(through a function p from X to the edge set F of a hypergraph 
H= (Y, F)). (Easy consequence of Theorem II.) The closure under connec- 
ted union of H is the hypergraph H= (Y, F) defined by 
E, u . .. u E, E Fo E, ,..., E, E F and the intersection graph that 
they define is connected. 
We know (Duchet [3]) that Y may be linearly ordered in such a way that 
every edge of H appears as an interval if and only if R does not admit K, 
as a partial subhypergraph. 
Condition (3) expresses that n satisfies the following property: 
VE, , EZ, E, pairwise intersecting < F, lie 1, 2, 3 such that 
Ej n Ek c Ei (j, k # i). (*I 
EXPLANATION. With E,, E,, E, we may associate three connected 
subsets A,, A,, A, of A’ such that ViE 1,2,3, UXEAi p(x) = Ei. Since two 
subsets Ei and i are intersecting, there exists an edge (which may be a loop) 
between the two associated subsets Ai and Aj in the graph G. 
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Now we know that the relation 
implies that 
We deduce that if (i, j, k) is a permutation of (1,2,3) such that 
VXEA~, yeA,, A;E T:.,,, 
then EjnEE,=U.yeA,.yt~k (Ax)np(y))cEi. 
Property (*) obviously forbids any occurrence of K, as a partial sub- 
hypergraph of Z7, and allows us to conclude that if G satisfies (l)-(3), then 
G is an interval graph. 
(only if) We say that an interval representation p on N of a graph 
G= (X, E) is maximal if no interval p(x), XEX can be enlarged without 
breaking the intersection condition. 
LEMMA. If p is a maximal interval representation of G on N, then we 
have 
xRdA ifandonb ifp(-x) c U P(Y), (**I 
.L’E A 
if and only if p(x) n p(y) c u p(z). 
=tA 
(w*) 
Proof of the lemma. (**) The (if) part is obvious. The (only if) part can 
be obtained by considering an interval [a, b] c p(x) - U,,, A p(y), 
maximal for inclusion with this property. (We suppose a d 6.) 
First Case. b + 1 $ U, t A p(y). 
Since p(x) must contain [a, b] properly, a - 1 E U,.EA p(y). Since an 
interval p(y) ( y E A) which contains a - 1 cannot be enlarged in order to 
contain a, there exists UEX such that: aEp(u); Vye A, [u, y] $ E. We get 
the result by considering the triangle x, U, U. 
Second Case. a- 14 U-VEA p(y). 
We proceed as for the first Case. 
Third Case. a- 1 and b+ 1 are in lJFEA p(y). 
Since an interval p(y) ( y E A) which contains a - 1 cannot be enlarged in 
order to contain a, there exists u E X such that 
if y E A, then [u, y] 6 E. 
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Since an interval p(y) ( y E A) which contains b + 1 cannot be enlarged in 
order to contain b, there exists t E X such that 
bEp(t), if yeA, then [t, y]$E. 
We get the result by considering the triangle x, u, t (or the triangle x, u, u, 
if p(u) does not contain 6). 
(***) Let us consider x, YE X, A c X such that p(x) n p(y) c 
UzeA p(z), We get (with the same argument as above): 
P(X) = u P(Z) u P(U), u E X/[u, x] E E and [u, y] 4 E, 
ZEA 
P(Y)= u P(Z)“P(U) u E X/[u, X] $ E and [u, y] E E. 
ZEA 
If we set 
A,= fu~WCu,xl~Eand Cu, YI#E), 
then x RA A u A,, y RA A u A, by (**) and we get (Au A,)n, 
(A u A,.) = A and the (if) part of ( ***). (The (only if) part is by induction 
on the order of A in T&.) 
The lemma tells us that if G = (X, E) is an interval graph, then G is 
R”-representable. (It comes from (**)). Besides, we know that the closure 
under connected union of a family of intervals of an ordered set N satisfies 
the property (*). That means that if p is a maximal interval representation 
on N of a graph G = (X, E), and if A,, A?, A, are 3 connected subsets of G 
such that there exists always at least an edge in G between 2 of them, then 
there exists ie 1, 2, 3 such that 
U Cp(x)ndy)lc U ~(4 w,m2,3). 
.xEA,. VEAk ZEA, 
(***) permits then to deduce that Ai~iJ,.A,.yE,4k T:,, and (3). Then (2) 
follows from (***), and (1) from (**) and (CM). 
Unfortunately we are not able to obtain such a result for the circular arc- 
graphs [S]. However, we can get a necessary condition for a graph to be a 
circular arc-graph by noting that it must be possible to U-cover such a 
graph G = (X, E) with a family U which satisfies: Every elementary cycle 
without any chord and with length > 4 must be in U. If A c X is in U, then 
A must contain such a cycle or a triangle x, y, z (eventually degenerated) 
satisfying: 
Vu, v E X/[u, v] E E, there exists w E x, y, z adjacent to u and v. 
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